A selection held by the Heritage Group
An Early Experiment: The Electric Kiss, 1659
A lady is being charged by an electrical machine while her friend awaits the shock
The Blessed Effects of Gas Lights, c.1820
The Dawn of the Electric Age (Punch 1878)
THE INTRODUCTION OF THE ELECTRIC LIGHT, ETC., INTO PRIVATE HOUSES.

1. Warning to people who wear sham jewellery, if an unprotected wire happens to touch a necklet, &c.; for instance, the above might possibly happen.
2. "Please, ma'am, the man's called with the头条 face—will you have it in the cask or bottle?"
4. Master Harry takes Tommy to show him their new battery.
5. Quadrille of the future in a room overcrowded with an escape of electricity.
6. Curious accident by the careless use of an electric pipe-lighter.
7. Portraits of gentlemen who have had the electric fluid in their houses for a few years.
8. The Christmas galvanic battery-bullding, electric currents, &c.

(Electricity Council)
This Room Is Equipped With

Edison Electric Light.

Do not attempt to light with match. Simply turn key on wall by the door.

The use of Electricity for lighting is in no way harmful to health, nor does it affect the soundness of sleep.

Don't kill your wife with WORK!

Let Electricity do it

WILLESDEN ELECTRICITY DEP't
131 SALUSBURY ROAD. N.W.6
"We took down this length..."

"Every day a good day"
The publication of this catalogue commemorates 60 years devoted to "The Art of Boilermaking".
"PHEW!"

"Heat emission from Members is brought into account in controlling the temperature of the Chamber." (Report on new House of Commons.)
“Our new air-conditioning plant has completely ruined the lovely smells that used to come up from the kitchen every now and then.”
Slave-powered air conditioning 778 AD—allegedly true (Carrier USA, c.1950)

‘Before we go any further, would you prefer the nervous tension of waiting to see what the bill will come to, or would you like to have the false security of a rough estimate?’ Cartoon from the Truswell house magazine.
Home air conditioning (Daily Telegraph)